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Virtual Meeting via Zoom Technology 

Members Present: 	 Dave Palmberg, Chair 

Dr. David Mordasky 

Cindy Rummel 

Rich Shuck 

Leonard Clark, alternate 


Also Present: 	 David Perkins, Zoning Enforcement Officer 

Agenda: 
1. 	 Call to order and establish a quorum. 
2. 	 Approve minutes of 4/1/2021. 
3. 	 Discussion about Plan of Conservation and Development due October 2022. 

• 

4. Discussion about zoning map updates. 

5. 	 New Business 
6. 	 Adjournment 

1. 	 Call to order and establish a quorum. 
Dave Palmberg, Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:04 PM, establishing a quorum with 
Dave Palmberg, Chair; Dr. David Mordasky, Cindy Rummel, Rich Shuck, and seating alternate 
member Leonard Clark for Ron Houle. 

2. 	 Approve minutes of 4/1/2021 
Dr. David Mordasky made a motion, seconded by Rich Shuck, to approve the April 1, 2021 
special meeting minutes. All were in favor. Motion carried. 

3. 	 Discussion about Plan of Conservation and Development (POCO) due October 2022. 
Dave Palmberg said he would like to break up the items they need to do in their review into 
categories and from there to figure out what their priorities should be. He came up with a list of 

• 

his own that included eight or nine categories. He asked David Perkins to reach out to Dr. 

Donald Poland, the town's consultant. They will need to determine what kind of support they 

will be looking for on this POCO update. He asked Commissioners for their comments. 
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leonard Clark, who also chairs the Historic Advisory Commission, noted the Commission was 
recently awarded a grant for $20,000 to be used to hire a consultant to conduct a study of their 
downtown area buildings in an effort to designate Downtown Stafford as a historic district for 
consideration on the National Register of Historic Places. This could be helpful for the POCD. 

Cindy Rummel said she needs more time to go through the materials that David Perkins sent out 
this past Tuesday. She agreed that they need to prioritize items. 

Dr. David Mordasky asked for clarification if the items are things they intended to address ten 
years ago when the POCD was first written and were never realized. David Perkins said he went 
through the current POCD and pulled out the action items to be implemented. Dr. Mordasky 
and Rich Shuck both also agreed that creating categories and then establishing priorities would 
be the best approach. 

Rich Shuck suggested that when the Historic District Commission does their review of buildings 
that they look into buildings that are in floods zones and try to get them included in the list. 
leonard Clark noted that most of their mills fall outside the boundaries drawn by the Historic 
Preservation Council. He said which buildings end up in the Historic District will be determined 
by the consultant that is hired with the grant money. Rich Shuck also noted that creating a 
historic district and getting buildings placed on the National Registry of Historic Places are two 
different things. 

Dave Palm berg asked if the intent is to have some type of architectural review committee for 
some zones. leonard Clark said that would still need to be determined by the consultant. The 
consultant would need to interview all the property owners in the proposed historic district and 
a certain percentage of them (the thought was it is around 75 percent) would need to agree to 
it. While they would want to encourage people to adopt a historic district, they would not want 
to force the issue if a substantial majority was not in favor. 

Rich Shuck noted that an overlay zone was created a couple of years ago in Norwich where he 
works and that encompasses their historic district. He said this added layer of review has 
sometimes created headaches. As a result, they have taken a three-tier approach with Tier 1 
requiring just a staff approval, Tier 2 requiring approval from an AICP Planner or a specialist in 
historical architecture, and Tier 3 requiring only a historical architecture specialist. He said they 
need to be able to do things without forcing residents to incur a lot of unnecessary expenses. 

Dave Palmberg noted it is a state statute requirement that you hire an AICP planner or design 
consultant, but that he hoped they could include a provision that allows the PZC to waive that 
requirement on a case-by-case basis, particularly if someone only wants to make minor changes. 
leonard Clark clarified that the Historic Advisory Commission is only seeking a historic 
designation and getting grants to fix up properties. 

Dave Palmberg said their number one goal should be to get an up-to-date Zoning Map as that 
will be the foundation of any POCD update. Then they need to break the work down into topics 
and come up with a time estimate for working through the items and getting commentary from 
the public on each topic. 
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Dave Palmberg listed the outline of topics that he prepared: 

• Commercial aspects of the town 

• Residential aspects of the town 

• Borough area 
• Conservation/Open Space/Resources/Dams and Flood Zones 

• 	 Infrastructure - Roadways/Bike lanes/Pedestrian-Friendly/Walkability 
He noted this will require getting input from the Recreation Department 

• Town Facilities/Buildings -Includes fields, and hike parks. 

• Economic Development 
• 	 Current Demographics and Trends 

He noted that this ties in with municipal buildings and parks and that Dave 
Perkins and Amber Wakley have done some work on this. 

Dave Palmberg suggested they try reaching out to UConn or other college students for 
assistance. The idea is for this to be an update and not to make it too broad so they can't get it 
completed, but to also keep the town eligible for grant opportunities. 

David Perkins said he would like to see a plan that outlines action items more clearly and who 
would be responsible for each item. Dave Palmberg suggested it would be helpful to have a 
volunteer Plan Implementation Committee of some kind that meets quarterly and that might 
seek out grant money as well. 

Dr. David Mordasky said he felt they should look at their existing plan and determine if they 
really still need to do some of the things they wanted to accomplish ten years ago. They need to 
determine which ones are necessary and which would be most beneficial for the town. He said 
he felt of the items on Dave Palmberg's list, Item 1 (Commercial) and Item 4 (Conservation 
including agricultural land and the agritainment piece) were two top priorities. 

Rich Shuck confirmed that the next PZC meeting in two weeks would be in-person. He suggested 
at that time that they bring a calendar and build a schedule of target dates for discussing 
individual items. They could then arrange to have different people come in such as the Director 
of Public Works and the Recreation Department to discuss their needs. He said they could 
dedicate individual meetings to get their input as they work through the list. 

leonard Clark said they need to look at the basics. He said with the loss of the mills fifty years 
ago, Stafford's economic foundation took a hard hit that they have not recovered from. He said 
if they want the town to develop, they need to become sustainable and that they need to build 
a new foundation of economic development by bringing in businesses that pay living wages. He 
noted that Stafford has one of the lowest medium household incomes of other towns in the 
area. 

Dave Palmberg said the problem is that they (the town) does not pay these wages. Rich Shuck 
said it's also important to keep in mind that many Stafford residents don't work in town. He 
noted that about two-thirds of Johnson Memorial Hospital's employees are from out of town. 
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4. Discussion about zoning map updates. 

Dave Palmberg said they will need to make a number of editorial and map corrections. He said 
he supported the list of items that David Perkins had made. He said he also agreed that they 
should create a Lake Zone for Staffordville Lake properties that addresses density and lot sizes. 
He wasn't sure they needed to necessarily go around the whole lake but at least include 
Lakeshore Boulevard and Wales Road. He didn't think they would need one for the Crystal Lake 
area. 

Rich Shuck discussed issues with parking large tractors and other vehicles in the borough as the 
roads are quite narrow and the possible need to set size limits. He said they should also address 
regulations on antennas and towers. He noted if they are under the jurisdiction of the Citing 
Council, then it's not their purview, but for those that are not, they may want to regulate them 
through the Special Permit process. 

Dave Palmberg noted that Stafford is a little different and there are a fair number of residents 
who have service trucks where they are on call 24/7. There needs to be some way to allow some 
discretion for the ZEO to handle these complaints. It's one thing if a driver stops at their house 
to grab a quick lunch, but another for someone to park there overnig~t. Dr. David Mordasky said 
it would be good if they could provide drivers with a place they can park their vehicles when 
they have to stop home for a while. Dave Palmberg said they do have the commuter lot on 
Route 32. He said they can't park on the street, but they can in that lot or in their driveway for a 
certain amount of time. 

• Dr. David Mordasky asked what the regulations for a Lake Zone would look like. David Perkins 
suggested they should allow six foot sideyard setbacks. 

Cindy Rummel asked what kinds of issues come before the ZBA in the Staffordville Lake area. 
David Perkins said a lot of them have to do with sideyard setbacks when homeowners need to 
rebuild or add to their houses. 

Dave Palmberg asked that when they meet again in two weeks in-person that David Perkins 
provide them with hard copies of marked up maps. 

Rich Shuck suggested they also update their flood regulations to raise everything to one foot 
over base flood elevation. 

Dr. David Mordasky asked if he could get a description of what an Agricultural zone might look 
like as they will be discussing this at the next Agriculture Advisory Commission meeting. He 
asked if it would be an overlay. He suggested they could take 490 land and designate it as 
agricultural land in order to document that it was a farm in hopes of keeping it that way. This 
would help maintain Stafford's rural character. 

Dave Palmberg said they haven't discussed this, but he suspects any type zone might be an 
overlay zone to avoid spot zoning and legal issues. However, he was not sure it would be 

• 
necessary. He suggested they might want to create some sort of Right to Farm ordinance that 
also gave property owners the opportunity to opt out. He said once a zone change is created, it 
stays on the books unless or until the zone is changed. Rich Shuck agreed. He said they want to 
protect existing farmland but also not shoehorn people that have hit hard times and need to sell 
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their land. leonard Clark suggested an agricultural-floating zone might have value. • 5. New Business. 
None. 

6. 	 Adjournment. 
Dr. David Mordasky made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Leonard Clark. All were in favor. 

Motion carried. The May 6,2021 meeting of the Stafford Planning and Zoning Commission was 

adjourned at 8:09 PM. 

Annie Gentile 

Recording Secretary 
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